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On this site, you can find the complete menu of The Sports LIVE At Rogers Arena from Vancouver. Currently,
there are 16 meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the

restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about The Sports LIVE At
Rogers Arena:

First, I got horrifically lost on the way to Rogers Arena and the staff and my sister who was already there helped
direct me to parking. The kitchen made a meal for my sister who wasn't able to eat any of the regular menu due
to allergies, and the beef dip I split with my mother was the best I've ever eaten. The bun was soft and the beef

tender enough that when you dipped it you could bite the sandwich nicely without... read more. The rooms in the
restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What

User doesn't like about The Sports LIVE At Rogers Arena:
great mood, but our steak was over boiled, and the sushi roll didn't seem fresh. the service was first good, but
then our server disappeared and we finally had to get another server down so we pay and to our event on time

(what was in the arena.) it was not at all so busy that we were somehow surprised about the inconsistent service.
read more. The Sports LIVE At Rogers Arena from Vancouver prepares for you scrumptious sushi (e.g., Maki

and Te-Maki), as well as in many additional variations, with fresh ingredients like fish, vegetables and meat, It's
worth mentioning that the traditional Canadian dishes are well received by the customers of the local. If you
have not much hunger, you can treat yourself to one of the tasty sandwiches, a small salad or another snack.
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Past�
RIGATONI

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
HAMBURGER

Mai� course�
SUSHI

Sweet� & Dessert�
SUNDAE

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
BAR

DESSERT

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

MEAT

CHOCOLATE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SANDWICH

BURGER

ICE CREAM

STEAK

PANINI
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